
Changes made for Version 2. 0 (not released)

GCI Radar
13.03.14 Version 1.0 of the terrain map is published as download. All NDBs, VORs and TACAN

stations are included. The map is complemented by a PDF list of all included

navigational aids.

24.02.14 A new 3D map was created for use in a radar or in mission planning. The map uses

colored shading to create the 3D effect. The map is precisely adapted to the DCS

terrain geometry and covers the entire simulation area.

DCS Airborne Radio
17.02.14 The transmitted voice can now be modulated by a hull curve. This is used to let a voice

wobble on the frequency the rotor blades are flapping. This effect was often heard

when listening to a Huey pilot

12.02.14 Back ground sound files for A10C and UH1H were reworked. Each type has 3 sound

files. One for the engine, one for cabin noise and one for generator/battery only. So

it is possible to mix background noise for different situations.

10.02.14 A new voice modulation was developed and integrated. It injects type specific

background noise and voice modulation for different receivers and frequency

bands.

14.01.14 ÎFF/SIF, ILS and TACAN was integrated in the external panel application.

04.01.14 The network interface for external control panels on Android devices, Widows PCs or

Raspberry Pi was implemented. It enables the user to control Aries Radio from a

cellphone or similar devices.

Changes made for Version 1. 3 (not released)

GCI Radar
02.01.14 The terrain can be shown as relief background. The relief is made from the same data

used for terrain masking with radars and radios.

19.12.13 Targets, who are covered by an analog antenna, can be displayed as raw video

targets. The position is calculated as slant range distance. This is different to

the SSR target position with mode C support.

19.12.13 Label management was implemented. All labels are situation dependent and

can be moved individually.



18.12.13 The modes 7500,7600 and 7700 cause a target to be displayed with an emergency

symbol (oversized red, blinking star). Targets, who squawk 'IDENT' are displayed with

a blinking head symbol for 30 seconds.

17.12.13 Pressure altitude calculation was implemented. The calculation bases on the current

QNH and temperature at MSL. The calculation is needed for the correct flight level

presentation received as mode C from a transponder.

DCS A10C
04.12.13 APX-72 is now fully integrated in Aries Radio. It supports modes 1,2,3,4

and C. Modes 1 and 3 are configurable by the pilot. Mode 4 may select

two different interrogation codes. These codes must be correlated with

friendly radars before a mission starts. Mode 4 transponder causes a signal,

visual and audible, if a valid interrogation is answered.

This implementation shall support the coming GCI radar.

GCI Radar
09.12.13 AI airborne traffic is now transponder equipped automatically. The transponder

will be strangled if it come close to an enemy controlled radar. Friendly and enemy

will be differentiated by their coalition ID.

03.12.13 Antennas can now be configured for IFF/SIF interrogation. They send an

interrogation signal to the connected simulators at the moment, the sweep

hits an aircraft.

03.12.13 The different radar head symbols were implemented for the representation

of radar symbols on the radar scope.

02.12.13 Up to 12 antennas are selectable on the GCI radar scope. Every antenna may

be configured for different characteristics.

DCS Airborne Radio
01.11.13 The Scores application was integrated in Aries Airborne Radio. Scores

is an additional window showing the bomb impact data in relation to

known targets.

31.10.13 Reworked the shut down procedure to avoid DCS crashes.

28.10.13 Implementation of an debugger environment for online debugging.

25.10.13 The button function for air pictures was changed. The first push now takes

the air picture, the second push stores the picture and closes the window.



24.10.13 Repaired the Radio Selector function for the KA50. The button values were

changed by DCS in one of the last updates.

11.10.13 Reworked the function to determine the 'Saved Games' Folder. The Folder

is now found, even if it was moved to a no standard location.

23.09.13 Terrain masking was implemented to reflect the loss of energy caused by

mountains.

GCI Radar
16.10.13 Antenna management was implemented in the radar server.

24.09.13 Terrain masking was implemented to reflect the loss of energy caused by

mountains.

Changes made for Version 1. 234
17.09.13 Aries Airborne Radio version 1.234 was released for public use.

Changes made for Version 1. 233 (not released)

DCS Airborne Radio
12.09.13 TeamSpeak may now be restarted during a running mission. Aries Radio

notices this situation and initializes the restart correctly. It is even possible

to change the channel and the server in TeamSpeak. Aries Radio accepts

these changes without problems,

11.09.13 Aries Radio was tested successfully with TeamSpeak 3.0.12.

10.09.13 Implemented a version test between the LUAC file and the DLL to avoid endless

bug hunting because of version incompatibility.

08.09.13 The shout down sequence was reworked one more time. DCS reduced the

time gap in which a mod DLL has to cleanup all resources to less than 30 ms. If this

time period is exceeded, the system will crash.

02.09.13 Integrated a flight director for test purposes in the radio panel window.

This gauge is only for internal use. It will not be published.



Changes made for Version 1. 232 (not released)

TS3 Radio Plugin and DCS Airborne Radio
03.09.13 An older session log file will be renamed at the begin of a session. This ensures,

that no log file is over written if it is needed later.

Changes made for Version 1. 231 (not released)

TS3 Radio Plugin
27.08.13 Bug Fix:The access synchronization between Aries Radio and TeamSpeak was

reworked. This prevents uncontrolled timeouts which disconnected TeamSpeak

from Aries Radio.

DCS Airborne Radio
27.08.13 Bug Fix:The access synchronization between Aries Radio and TeamSpeak was

reworked. This prevents uncontrolled timeouts which disconnected TeamSpeak

from Aries Radio.

Changes made for Version 1. 22 (released August, 16. 2013)

TS3 Radio Plugin
14.08.13 Enhancement: The connection between DCS World Export.lua and Aries Radio

is now handled with a dialog to identify the connection status.

DCS Airborne Radio
13.08.13 Bug Fix: During mission shut down, Aries Radio crashed DCS World due to wrong

thread management. This Bug is fixed.

14.08.13 Bug Fix: The recognition of the Combined Arms mode is now reliable. If a mission

is started in a Combined Arms Vehicle the right communication mode is prepared.

Even after a change from an Aircraft in an CA vehicle, the right communication

mode is switched on.

TS3 Radio Plugin
21.07.13 Bug Fix:Sometimes it happened , that TeamSpeak crashed when connecting to a server.

The bug is fixed.

18.07.13 Bug Fix:The volume of the receiver was set to zero every time a PTT release

was received. This Bug is fixed.

15.07.13 Bug Fix:TeamSpeak crashed badly at the moment when a server was connected

with an installed Aries Plugin. This Bug is fixed.



DCS Airborne Radio
24.07.13 Bug Fix: At the end of a mission it could happen, that DCS crashed while unloading the

Radio DLL. This was caused by different reasons which are identified and fixed.

05.07.13 The GUI was reworked for a more professional design.

Airborne Radio standalone version
16.07.13 Anew texture for displayed digits is build in.

Windows Installer for Gossip Box and Airborne Radio
10.07.13 Since Teamspeak, as 64bit application, stores its information in the 32 bit registry,

a special custom application was built into the installer to locate the installation

path of TeamSpeak. A second custom application is added for the modification

of export.lua.

Gossip Box
08.07.13 Implemented new textures for the GUI.

Changes made for Version 1. 201 (version not released)

Gossip Box
03.07.13 The 1h evaluation time was changed to an 30 Day evaluation periode.

01.07.13 The installation now goes with the Windows Installer. This avoids troubles with

security attributes for the Programs folder and all executables.

26.06.13 The GUI was reviewed. Better foreground/background color composition

Airborne Radio
28.06.13 A end click was added , like in the real world, to signal the end of a transmission.

26.06.13 A background noise is produced which reflects the type of aircraft. The noise

can be heard on the Gossip Box only. The airborne radio has too much cockpit

noise which covers the new background noise.

TS3 Radio Plugin
30.06.13 Implementation of a radio range limit for all radios. The range is limited by

output power and distance of the horizon.

24.06.13 Bug fix: Some time intensive subroutines blocked the access to the shared

memory. The result was an unstable behaviour of TeamSpeak. This issue is

resolved.



Changes made for Version 1. 12

Gossip Box
28.06.13 The first version of the ground radio was released.

Airborne Radio standalone version
28.06.13 The standalone version for Airborne Radio was released. It covers all feature like

the DCS World Airborne Radio with the exception, that it can be used in any

simulation environment.

Airborne Radio
11.06.13 The left and right headphone can be controlled independently. Every single radio

box can be attached to the left or right headphone or to both headphones

Changes made for Version 1.012

Airborne Radio
11.05.13 Bug fix: Fixed a crash while connecting to a multiplayer server. This situation is

observed on initial contact in absence of a tactical callsign. The NULL

pointer of the callsign caused the crash.

12.05.13 Bug fix: At the begin of a session, the reception on all frequencies were suppressed

even if they were configured. The box had to be selected once to activate

the receiver. A status flag mix up caused this situation.

TS3 Radio Plugin
12.05.13 The version number is now integrated for each client in the TS3 info field.

This ensures, that problems, probably caused by different version, can be

recognized easier.

12.05.13 An additional menu item in the Aries Radio Menu was integrated. By activating

this item a 'force connection' is sent to all other clients. It shall help in a

situation, if transmission is possible but the receiver does not work.

12.05.13 It was observed, that a client was timed out in special situations. To bridge such

a situation, the client time out was set from 1 sec to 5 sec.

Changes made for Version 1.011

Common
01.05.13 Aries Radio was tested successfully for DCS Version 1.2.4.



Airborne Radio
30.04.13 Bug fix: Solved the receiver block out while transmitting. Now the receiver

is switched off while transmitting.

30.04.13 Bug fix: The type of aircraft was not determined on multiplayer startup. As a result,

the keyboard control for radios was switched on unintentionally.

04.05.13 The radio volume control now controls the received voice only.

The background noise remains on the preset level.

06.05.13 Enhancement: Huey model fully integrated in Aries Radio.

07.05.13 Bug fix: A probable receiver hang in certain situations is fixed.

07.05.13 Bug fix: The number of frequencies shown in the TeamSpeak info field

reflects now the number of client radios.

02.05.13 Bug fix: The KA50 V 1.2.4 caused a crash on model change in multiplayer mode

09.05.13 Enhancement:PTT and Box select works now in dependence of Common PTT.

Aries Configurator
30.04.13 If DCS World was not installed in a standard environment, it could happen,

that the cofiguration files were not found.

Now an additional test is made for the startup directory. If this is not the

AriesWings folder, the Configurator will abort with a message box.


